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Since the incident, Wu Qi has not been out of the house or seen outsiders for a long
time.

Originally, he had always been very reluctant to go out, wishing not to step out of the
house for the rest of his life, but when he heard that there are experts today who might
be able to heal his unspeakable concealment, hope suddenly rekindled in his heart.

After entering the villa, Anson took the two brothers to the living room by the way.

Regnar hurriedly introduced to everyone: “Master Su, Master Mai, this is my youngest
son Wu Qi, next to my elder son Roger Wu!”

Both the Chengfeng and his son looked at Wu Qi with interest.

Because Wu Qi is indeed as famous as his name, he is a strange person, because he
was popular on the short video platform at the beginning, and his popularity is no less
than that of any star.

Wu Qi was stared at by the Chengfeng and his son, feeling uncomfortable all over his
body and lowered his head unconsciously.

Regnar hurriedly said to Dan Mai at this time: “Master Mai, please show my little son to
see what is going on with him.”

Dan walked in front of Wu Qi, stretched out his hand on his forehead and the back of his
head, carefully touched for a moment, then grabbed the coins, muttered something in
his mouth, whispered a few words, and then The copper coins were dropped on the
ground, staring at the location of each coin intently.



After a while, he spoke: “Mr. Wu, this boy’s problem should not be his own.”

Chengfeng on the side hurriedly asked: “The problem is not with himself, that is to say,
is it coming from others?”

“Yes.” Dan nodded and said seriously: “I suspect that boy should have been hypnotized
or suggested subconsciously.”

Regnar was not surprised at this conclusion, because he knew that the reason why his
son became like this was because of Charlie.

Even the Eight Great Heavenly Kings are not Charlie’s opponents at all, let alone his
own little son who has no power to restrain the chicken.

So he hurriedly asked, “Master Mai, since you can see the root of my child’s problem, I
wonder if there is a way to cure him?”

Dan thought for a while and said, “It just so happens that I have some research on
hypnotic suggestion. I can give the boy a try, but I can’t give you a package if he can be
cured or not.”

Regnar hurriedly said, “This is natural! As long as you are willing to try, I will be grateful
for it!”

After speaking, he saw Wu Qi standing there without saying a word, and hurriedly
scolded, “Hurry up, thank you, Master Mai!”

Wu Qi hurriedly bowed again and again, and said nervously, “Thank you…Thank you,
Master Mai…”

Dan nodded slightly, took a red string from his pocket, took another ancient coin, and
threaded it with the red string.

Immediately afterwards, he merged the inner strength in his body into his fingertips and
slammed Wu Qi’s forehead.

This force was relatively strong, so Wu Qi suddenly felt a little dizzy.



Afterwards, Dan placed the tied ancient coin in front of Wu Qi, swaying slowly, and said,
“Looking at this coin, from now on, what do I ask and what do you answer, absolutely
Can’t lie to me, do you know?”

Wu Qi nodded repeatedly: “I see…”

Dan asked him again: “Then tell me now, what kind of hypnosis and hints did the other
party give you?”

Wu Qi vaguely said, “He…he told me every hour…must…must…must eat once… ..”

Before the last word came out, Dan immediately said, “Okay, you don’t need to say the
last word!”

After speaking, he said again: “Wu Qi, from now on, no matter what others have asked
you to do, what kind of hints they have given you, you have to completely forget it, do
you understand?”

Wu Qi nodded ignorantly and stammered: “I…I understand…”


